Resonantly damped fast MHD kink modes in longitudinally stratified tubes with thick non-uniform transitional layers
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Abstract. Resonantly damped fast kink quasi-modes are computed in fully resistive magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) for two-dimensional equilibrium models. The equilibrium model is a straight cylindrically symmetric flux tube with a plasma density that is non-uniform both across and along the loop. The non-uniform layer across the loop is not restricted to be thin, but its thickness can reach values up to the loop diameter. Our results indicate that the period and damping of coronal loop oscillations mainly depend on the density contrast and the inhomogeneity length-scale and are independent of the details of longitudinal stratification, depending on the weighted mean density, weighted with the wave energy. For fully non-uniform loops, quasi-modes can interact with resistive Alfvén eigenmodes leading to avoided crossings and gaps in the complex frequency plane. The present study extends previous studies on coronal loop oscillations in one-dimensional equilibrium models with thick boundary layers and in equilibria with longitudinally stratified loops under the thin boundary approximation, and allow for a better comparison between observations and theory raising the prospect of coronal seismology using the time damping of coronal loop oscillations.
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1. Introduction

Transverse coronal loop oscillations triggered by explosive events, such as flares or filament eruptions, were first observed by the EUV telescope on board the TRACE spacecraft (Aschwanden et al. 1999; Nakariakov et al. 1999). Since then, several similar events have been reported and studied (Aschwanden et al. 2002; Schrijver et al. 2002). These oscillations have been interpreted as MHD fast kink-modes of a cylindrical coronal flux tube by Nakariakov et al. (1999) and Nakariakov & Ofman (2001). This interpretation in terms of discrete modes of oscillation naturally leads to the prospect of a proper development of coronal seismology, i.e. the determination of unknown physical properties of the coronal plasma by comparison of observed and predicted properties of waves and oscillations. Coronal seismology was first suggested by Uchida (1970) and Roberts et al. (1984) and has already been used for the determination of the magnetic field and transport coefficients in the corona (Nakariakov et al. 1999; Nakariakov & Ofman 2001).

In most of the observed events of spatial transverse coronal loop oscillations the oscillatory amplitude has been found to be strongly damped, typically having an exponential decay time of a few oscillatory periods. This observational fact might have some important physical consequences, both for coronal seismology as for wave based coronal heating theories, since we have identified the correct damping mechanism(s). However, the cause of the rapid damping is still a matter of considerable debate. Currently, several mechanisms are under study: non-ideal effects such as viscous and ohmic damping, optically thin radiation and thermal conduction; lateral wave leakage due to the curvature of the loops (Roberts 2000); mechanisms based on the topology of magnetic field lines, such as footpoint motions near separatrices (Schrijver & Brown 2000); footpoint leakage through the chromospheric density gradient (De Pontieu et al. 2001; Ofman 2002); phase mixing of Alfvén waves (Heyvaerts & Priest 1983; Nakariakov et al. 1999; Ofman & Aschwanden 2002); and resonant absorption of waves (Hollweg & Yang 1988; Goossens et al. 2002; Ruderman & Roberts 2002; Aschwanden et al. 2003). Since first suggested by Ionson (1978) as a non-thermal coronal heating mechanism, resonant absorption of waves has extensively been studied in both analytical and numerical studies. For instance, Davila (1987) provided an improved method for calculating the resonant absorption heating rate based on a two-scale description of the wave motions. The dependence of the heating rate on resistive dissipation was studied by Steinolfson & Davila (1993), who also stressed the importance of the global mode to carry out energy across magnetic surfaces, whilst the effects of viscous dissipation have been studied in detail by Ofman et al. (1994). Whether the derived decay rate gives a mode conversion rate or a heating rate has been the subject
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of considerable controversy, see for example Lee & Roberts (1986) and references therein.

This paper concentrates on the ideal damping of the global kink oscillations. In this context, the rapid decay of oscillations in coronal loops was predicted well before they were observed (see Ionson 1978; Lee & Roberts 1986; Grossmann & Smith 1988; Hollweg & Yang 1988, for example). For instance, Hollweg & Yang (1988) estimated that these oscillations would be damped very effectively with an e-folding time of only two wave periods. As the damping rate of quasi-mode kink oscillations is independent of dissipation in the limit of vanishing dissipation (Poedts & Kerner 1991), this mechanism is fully consistent with the classical estimates of very large coronal Reynolds numbers of the order of $10^{15}$ (Priest 1982). Observational tests with TRACE data, by Ofman & Aschwanden (2002), revealed that the scaling law of the damping time as a function of other physical parameters, such as the loop length and the oscillation period, seem to favour phase mixing. However, as pointed out by Goossens et al. (2002), damping of quasi-mode kink oscillations gives a consistent explanation of the rapid decay of the observed loop oscillations in the sense that by assuming reasonable values of the unknown parameters (such as density contrast and inhomogeneity scale length) appropriate damping times can be obtained. However, the length-scales of the inhomogeneity deduced by Goossens et al. (2002), are in between 0.15 and 0.5, and hence are not entirely consistent with the assumption of a thin transitional layer used to obtain them, pointing to the need to relax this assumption.

A computation of damped quasi-modes in fully non-uniform 1D equilibrium models was carried out by Van Doorsselaere et al. (2004, hereafter VD04), who computed the frequency and damping rate of quasi-modes in fully non-uniform equilibrium states. By solving the linearised resistive MHD equations, VD04 found that for low density contrasts and large inhomogeneity length-scales, as observed in the oscillating coronal loops (Aschwanden et al. 2003), the numerically computed damping rates can deviate by up to 25% from the approximate results predicted by the formula obtained under the “thin” boundary approximation. The results obtained by VD04 have been used for the first full scale observational test of resonant absorption. Aschwanden et al. (2003) find that the density ratio predicted by the damping times obtained with resonant absorption is a factor of ≈1.2–3.5 higher than the density ratio estimated from the background fluxes. These parameters are only determined indirectly through the emission measure and are thus subject to considerable modelling. Also, the inferred extremely large inhomogeneity length scales result in small values of the density contrast through the resonant absorption model. Taking into account these observational and theoretical limitations resonant absorption predicts damping times that are commensurable with the observed ones.

More recently, resonantly damped kink quasi-modes have been studied for equilibrium models with a variation of the density in both the radial and axial directions by Andries et al. (2005b). The variation of density across the loop was limited to a thin transitional layer in order to focus on the effect of longitudinal stratification. An important result of this investigation is that, in the thin boundary limit, the period and damping time are largely unaffected by the details of the longitudinal stratification of the density itself, but only depend on the weighted mean density.

In this paper, we study the resonant damping of coronal loop oscillations in fully two-dimensional configurations, with non-uniformity of the equilibrium density in both the radial and axial directions. The equilibrium model is fully non-uniform in the radial direction and the transitional layer can cover the whole loop. The linear resistive MHD wave equations are solved and the frequency and damping rate of the fundamental fast kink quasi-mode have been computed for a wide range of several loop parameter values, such as the length of the tube, the longitudinal stratification parameter, the density contrast, and the length-scale of the inhomogeneity.

The paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2, the equilibrium model for the coronal flux tube and the equations of linear resistive MHD are given. The numerical method used for solving the linear resistive MHD equations is described in Sect. 3. The results of our numerical computations are given in Sect. 4. An overview of the dependence of the period and its damping rate on the different loop parameters is presented in Sects. 4.1–4.3. Section 4.4 focuses on the particular situation for highly non-uniform loops. Finally, in Sect. 5, our conclusions are drawn.

2. Equilibrium and linear resistive MHD waves

A coronal loop is modelled as a gravity-free, straight, cylindrically symmetric flux tube. In a system of cylindrical coordinates $(r, \varphi, z)$ with the $z$-axis coinciding with the axis of the cylinder (loop), the magnetic field is pointing in the $z$-direction (see Fig. 1). Since the plasma pressure is much smaller than the magnetic pressure in the corona, it is a good approximation
to neglect plasma pressure. As the magnetic field is straight, this classic $\beta = 0$ approximation implies that the magnetic field is uniform, $B = B \hat{e}_z$, and also that the density, $\rho(r, z)$, or Alfvén speed, $v_A(r, z)$, profiles can be chosen arbitrarily. Here, we are interested in a two-dimensional variation of plasma density both across and along the coronal loop of the form

$$\rho(r, z) = \rho(r) \left[ 1 - \alpha \sin \left( \frac{\pi z}{L} \right) \right],$$

with a separable dependence in the radial direction and in the axial direction along the tube. For the radial dependence of the density in Eq. (1), we follow Ruderman & Roberts (2002); VD04, and assume a non-uniform sinusoidal density profile that connects the constant internal, $\rho_i$, and the constant external, $\rho_e$, values of the density along a transitional layer of length $l$ such that

$$\rho(r) = \begin{cases} 
\rho_i & \text{for } 0 \leq r < R - \frac{l}{2}, \\
\frac{\rho_e}{2} \left[ (1 + \frac{l}{2}) - (1 - \frac{l}{2}) \sin \frac{\pi (r-R)}{l} \right] & \text{for } R - \frac{l}{2} \leq r \leq R + \frac{l}{2}, \\
\rho_e & \text{for } r > R + \frac{l}{2},
\end{cases}$$

where $\zeta = \rho_i/\rho_e$ is the density contrast. Note that $\zeta$ is the inverse of the density ratio, $\chi = \rho_e/\rho_i$, used by Ruderman & Roberts (2002). Here, the density contrast always takes values larger than 1 (for over dense coronal loops), and the density contrast really becomes larger when $\zeta$ increases. As for the density variation in the longitudinal direction, the parameter $\alpha$ in Eq. (1) controls the gradient of stratification along field lines. In the present analysis only the first term in the sine expansion of $\rho$ is considered, i.e., the density profile along the tube has only one extremum. The corresponding two-dimensional distribution of the equilibrium density, for a given value of the density contrast and stratification parameter, is shown in Fig. 2a. Figure 2b shows the radial dependence of the density of the tube, for $l = R$.

The equilibrium configuration is perturbed in order to study the small amplitude oscillations of the system. The perturbed quantities are Fourier analysed, in time and in the ignorable angular variable $\varphi$, by assuming a dependence of the form $\exp(\imath (m \varphi - \omega t))$. The linear resistive MHD equations together with the appropriate boundary conditions form an eigenvalue problem. Here $m$ (an integer) is the azimuthal wave number and $\omega$ the frequency. The modes with $m = 1$ are called fast kink-modes. They are the only modes that displace the axis of the tube. As was pointed out by Goossens et al. (2002), in the presence of a non-uniform boundary layer, kink mode oscillations have always their frequency in the Alfvén continuum and, hence, are damped quasi-modes. The real part of the frequency is related to the oscillation period, $P = 2\pi/\omega_R$, whilst the damping time is related to the negative imaginary part of the frequency, $\tau_d = -1/\omega_n$.

3. Numerical method

The linear resistive MHD wave equations are too complicated to allow fully analytic solutions for equilibrium configurations that mimic reality. Analytical solutions for non-uniform equilibrium models might exist for special choices of the equilibrium profiles. This fact reflects that the assumption of a “thin boundary” is essential for analytical development. The consideration of “thick” transitional layers yields strong damping rates, since the damping increases as the non-uniform layer becomes thicker, in such a way that $\omega_n \approx \omega_R$. Instead of using a Taylor expansion, similar to the one performed for previous one-dimensional equilibrium models (Hollweg & Yang 1988; Tirry & Goossens 1996), a numerical root finder could be used to obtain the solutions. The tricky part is that the jump relations, used in those previous studies, are derived for weak damping and cannot be generalised easily to strong damping, hence the eigenvalue problem has to be solved numerically. For this purpose, we use a numerical code (POLLUX) to solve the linear resistive MHD equations.

In POLLUX, finite elements are used for the discretisation in the radial direction. In the longitudinal direction,
the perturbed quantities are represented by a finite number of Fourier modes of the form

$$f(r, z) = \sum_{n=-M}^{n=M} f_n(r) e^{i n \pi z/L},$$

around the central mode \(g\). Here \(n\), an integer, is the longitudinal mode number. Although in POLLUX the equilibrium density is given analytically as a function of the \(r\)- and \(z\)-coordinates, by means of Eq. (1), and due to this longitudinal Fourier composition, the density profile needs to be Fourier-analysed in the \(z\)-direction in order to determine the influence on each Fourier mode in this direction. Therefore, there will be a small difference between the analytical profile and the numerical profile which is actually used in the code. In all our computations a number \(M = 15\) of modes has been found to be sufficient for the representation of the equilibrium density and the resulting spatial structure of the solutions in the longitudinal, \(z\)-direction.

Magnetic diffusivity, \(\eta\), turns out to be an important parameter. In the numerical computation of resonantly damped quasi-modes, the correspondence of the ideal quasi-mode and the dissipative eigenmode is used, i.e. the fact that for sufficiently small resistivity, the damping becomes independent of resistivity, as shown by Poedts & Kerner (1991). Hence, resistivity has to be small enough to assure that the damping rate is independent of dissipation, but large enough that the number of grid-points suffices to resolve the resonant layer. A parametric study of the damping rate as a function of resistivity was performed by VD04 for 1D non-uniform loop models. Figure 3 in VD04 shows that it is possible to find a range of values of resistivity such that the damping rate is independent of resistivity. For very small resistivity the convergence breaks down due to numerical errors, since there are not enough grid points to resolve the resonant layer. In all our computations the condition of independence on \(\eta\) has to be fulfilled and values of resistivity in between \(-\log \eta = 6.0 - 7.0\) have been used. Dimensionless variables are used by normalising all lengths to the cylinder radius, \(R\), whereas the density and the magnetic field are normalised to their respective equilibrium values on the cylinder axis. Herewith, speeds are normalised to the Alfvén speed on axis.

This paper focuses on fully non-uniform loops. Semi-analytic investigation for longitudinal variation of density is possible when the variation across the loop is limited to a thin layer. This has been done by Andries et al. (2005b). An important result of that study is that the period and damping depend on an average mean density and are to a large extent insensitive to the details of the longitudinal stratification. An important purpose of this work is to check whether this theoretical prediction is confirmed for fully two-dimensional equilibrium models. In a first check we compare our results with those obtained by Andries et al. (2005b). Figure 3 displays the real part of the frequency as a function of the stratification parameter, \(\alpha\), when the density at the footpoints is kept constant. In that case, both the real and imaginary parts of the frequency increase with \(\alpha\). In order to perform such a comparison, the resulting frequencies have been normalised to the same value at \(\alpha = 0\) and there is a perfect agreement between the results of Andries et al. (2005b) and our computations with the POLLUX code.

### 4. Numerical results

Let us recall that our aim is to compute the frequency and damping rate of fast kink quasi-modes, for equilibrium models with longitudinal variation of the density and a thick non-uniform transitional layer in the radial direction.

We have obtained numerical solutions for wide ranges of the relevant parameters of the coronal loops. We try to cover the physical and geometrical properties of most of the coronal loops observed by Aschwanden et al. (2002). The relevant parameters and the ranges of variation selected in our computations are: the thickness of the inhomogeneous layer \((l/R \in [0.0-2.0])\), the inverse aspect ratio of the tube \((\varepsilon = \pi R/L \in [0.02-0.18])\), the density contrast \((\zeta \in [1.5-5.0])\) and the longitudinal stratification parameter \((\alpha \in [0.0-1.0])\). The sampling of these four quantities is dictated by whether or not the period and damping rate are weakly or strongly sensitive to the variation of that particular quantity. The dependence of the period, damping time and damping rate of coronal loop oscillations on the inhomogeneity length-scale, the density contrast and the length of the tube, has already been studied in VD04. The only new parameter is the longitudinal stratification parameter. According to their results, a rather big spacing has been selected in the sampling of the data as a function of the length of the tube \((\varepsilon)\), the density contrast \((\zeta)\), and the stratification parameter \((\alpha)\). On the other hand, and due to the strong sensitivity of the period and damping time on the inhomogeneity length-scale, the spacing in \(l/R\) has been chosen to be rather finer, \(\Delta l/R = 0.05\).

As for the stratification of the density in the axial direction, Andries et al. (2005b) have shown that the period and damping time are largely unaffected by the details of the longitudinal stratification of the density itself, but only depend on the
weighted mean density. Hence, such as was done by Andries et al. (2005b) we have computed our eigenmodes by keeping the weighted mean density (weighted with the wave energy, \( \sin^2(\pi z/L) \)) constant.

In the following first three subsections an overview of the dependence of the period and damping time as a function of these loop parameters is described. Then, in Sect. 4.4, coronal loops with near fully non-uniform radial density profiles are studied.

4.1. Stratification and length of the loop

In order to study the dependence of the period and damping time on the different loop parameters, we start with equilibrium models with fixed inhomogeneity length-scale, \( l/R \), and fixed density contrast, \( \zeta \), and look for the dependence on the stratification parameter, \( \alpha \), and on the inverse aspect ratio of the loop, \( \varepsilon \) (directly related to the length of the loop \( L \)). To this end, we take \( l/R = 1 \) and \( \zeta = 5 \). These are loops with thick non-uniform layers, that equal the radius of the loop, and with a rather high density contrast. Figures 4a and b show that the period of the oscillation decreases for decreasing length of the loop (increasing values of \( \varepsilon \)). The real part of the frequency (not shown here) varies almost linearly with \( \varepsilon \). This is in agreement with analytical results obtained in coronal loops modelled as a discontinuous density enhancement (see Edwin & Roberts 1983, for example). The damping time shows a similar variation and, hence, is not shown here. Figure 4b displays the normalised damping rate (a dimensionless variable independent of the normalisation made in time and space and related to the observable damping per period) as a function of the stratification parameter and the inverse aspect ratio. As expected, this quantity is almost independent of the length of the loop, since, as already stated both the period and damping time (or alternatively, the real and imaginary parts of the frequency) have the same behaviour with respect to this parameter. These results confirm the properties of period and damping time as a function of the length of the loop found by VD04, for 1D equilibrium models.

Let us now turn to the effect of longitudinal density stratification. Figure 4a shows that the period is almost independent of the stratification parameter. This is certainly true for values of \( \alpha \) up to 0.8 or 0.9. The same behaviour has been found for the damping time, hence, no dependence of the damping rate on the stratification parameter is seen in Fig. 4b. These two results confirm previous findings by Andries et al. (2005b). The slight dependence of the period and damping time on \( \alpha \) for values near 0.8, 0.9 perfectly agrees with previous results, such as corresponds to the equilibrium with constant weighted mean density (weighted with the wave energy) we have chosen. Had we kept the density constant at the footpoints, a behaviour similar to the one displayed in Fig. 3 would be found. On the other hand, the independence of the normalised damping rate on the stratification parameter is due to the fact that longitudinal stratification is the same inside and outside the loop (see Andries et al. 2005b).

4.2. Stratification and inhomogeneity length-scale

Next, we look for the dependence of the period and damping time on the thickness of the inhomogeneous layer, \( l/R \), and on the stratification parameter, \( \alpha \). Hence, we consider coronal loops with a fixed length (fixed \( \varepsilon = 0.02 \)) and fixed density contrast (\( \zeta = 5.0 \)). In a) the normalisation made in space (normalising with respect to the radius \( R \)) and in speed (normalising with respect to the internal Alfvén speed \( v_A \)) has been taken into account and, hence, the period is normalised to the Alfvén crossing time \( \tau_A \).

![Fig. 4. a) Period and b) damping rate as a function of the inverse aspect ratio, \( \varepsilon \), and longitudinal stratification parameter, \( \alpha \), for coronal loops with fixed inhomogeneity length scale (\( l/R = 1.0 \)) and fixed density contrast (\( \zeta = 5.0 \)). In a) the normalisation made in space (normalising with respect to the radius \( R \)) and in speed (normalising with respect to the internal Alfvén speed \( v_A \)) has been taken into account and, hence, the period is normalised to the Alfvén crossing time \( \tau_A \).](https://example.com/fig4.png)
Fig. 5. a) Period, b) damping time, c) damping rate, and d) \( q_{tb} \) factor as a function of the stratification parameter and the thickness of the inhomogeneous boundary layer for coronal loops with fixed length (\( \varepsilon = 0.02 \)) and density contrast (\( \zeta = 4.0 \)). In a) and b) times are normalised to the Alfvén crossing time \( \tau_A \).

This is defined in one-dimensional equilibrium states by means of the factor \( q_{tb} \) as

\[
\left( \frac{\omega_i}{\omega_r} \right) = -q_{tb} \frac{1}{4} \left( \frac{l}{R} \right) \left( \frac{\zeta - 1}{\zeta + 1} \right).
\]  

Figure 5d shows the two-dimensional distribution of this quantity as a function of \( \alpha \) and \( l/R \). The quantity \( q_{tb} \) is independent of the stratification parameter, as it should be.

Regarding the influence of the inhomogeneity scale-length on the period and damping of coronal loop oscillations, Figs. 5a and b show that the length of the inhomogeneous layer does have an important effect on both the period and damping time. In particular, the damping of the oscillation is very sensitive to the thickness of the boundary layer. This effect can also be appreciated in Fig. 5c that shows a monotonic increase of the damping rate with the inhomogeneity scale-length. As pointed out by VD04, for fully non-uniform 1D equilibrium models, the linear dependence of the damping rate on \( l/R \) does not imply linear dependence on \( l/a \) nor on \( l/b \) (with \( a = R + l/2 \) the outer radius and \( b = R - l/2 \) the inner radius). This is because linear dependence is only valid on the “thin boundary” regime, i.e. \( l/R \ll 1 \), where the three formulas converge.

Finally, Fig. 5d shows the normalised damping rate (normalised with respect to the TTTB values). As for 1D equilibrium models we here find for 2D models that “thin tube and thin boundary” theory underestimates the damping rate even for moderate values of the inhomogeneity length scale. For small \( l/R \) the damping rate has a linear dependence on \( l/R \) which agrees very well with the results obtained with the analytical formula (Goossens et al. 2002) under the TTTB approximation. When \( l/R \) is about 0.5 numerical results start to deviate significantly (over 5%) (Van Doorsselaere et al. 2004). For intermediate \( l/R \) (around 1) a maximum difference of almost 25% was found by VD04. For larger values of \( l/R \) (see the decrease in Fig. 5d), TTTB overestimates the damping rate calculated with our numerical code.

4.3. Stratification and density contrast

Finally we report on the combined effects of the density contrast, \( \zeta \), and of longitudinal stratification, \( \alpha \). Hence we look at coronal loops with fixed length (fixed \( \varepsilon = 0.04 \)) and fixed thickness of the inhomogeneous layer (\( l/R = 1 \)). The period and damping time as a function of \( \alpha \) and \( \zeta \) are shown in Figs. 6a
Fig. 6. a) Period, b) damping time, c) damping per period and d) number of oscillation periods, $N = \tau_d/P$, as a function of the stratification parameter and the density contrast for coronal loops with a fixed length ($\varepsilon = 0.04$) and fixed thickness of the boundary layer ($l/R = 1$). In a) and b) times are normalised to the Alfvén crossing time $\tau_A$.

and b. Concerning the density stratification, the behaviour obtained and described in the above two subsections is fully confirmed in the sense that the period and damping time are independent of $\alpha$ up to values near one. The normalised damping rate, shown in Fig. 6c shows no variation with longitudinal stratification in the full range of variation of $\alpha$.

On the other hand, Figs. 6a and b also show that the density contrast between the internal and the ambient plasma does affect the period and damping time. This strong dependency of period and damping rate was already found for 1D models by VD04. It shows up more clearly in the normalised damping rate (see Fig. 6c). The number of oscillations is given by $N = \tau_d/P$ and is shown in Fig. 6d. This figure shows that $N$ is independent of stratification, but strongly depends on the loop density contrast. In particular, for the range of variation of the density contrast considered in our computations, coronal loop oscillations are very rapidly damped in a range of oscillatory periods from 0.78 to 2.85. This result was predicted by Hollweg & Yang (1988) and is in agreement with Aschwanden et al. (2003); VD04 who found that according to the strong dependence of the damping rate on the density contrast, in vacuum, the loop oscillations would be damped within a half oscillation period. Hence, the higher the ambient plasma density, the less severe damping by resonant absorption, so that undamped oscillations can only be supported if the density contrast is very small.

The numerical results discussed in the precedent three subsections show a behaviour of the period and damping of coronal loop oscillations as a function of the length of the tube, the thickness of the non-uniform boundary layer, and the density contrast that is in complete agreement with previous results obtained by VD04 for one-dimensional equilibrium models. The dependence with respect to longitudinal stratification turns out to confirm previous results obtained by Andries et al. (2005b) under the thin tube thin boundary approximation.

4.4. Fully non-uniform coronal loops

In the previous subsections, we have reported on results for models outside the “thin boundary” ($l/R \ll 1$) regime. Up until now the largest value of $l/R$ is 1.5. In this subsection, we concentrate on highly non-uniform loops and take values up to $l/R = 2$.

Figure 7a displays the normalised damping rate as a function of the density contrast, $\zeta$, and the inhomogeneity length-scale, $l/R$, in coronal loops with $\varepsilon = 0.14$ and longitudinal
Fig. 7. a) Surface plot of the normalised damping rate as a function of the density contrast, $\zeta$ and inhomogeneity scale-length, $l/R$ for coronal loops with $\epsilon = 0.02$ and $\alpha = 0.65$. b–d) Surface plot of the normalised damping rate as a function of the stratification parameter, $\alpha$, and the density contrast, $\zeta$ for coronal loop equilibria with $\epsilon = 0.02$ and b) $l/R = 1.65$, c) $l/R = 1.85$ and d) $l/R = 2.0$ (fully non-uniform loop). It can be appreciated that as soon as the inhomogeneity scale-length is larger than the previously considered values some wiggles appear and their presence seem to move until they fill the whole $(\alpha, \zeta)$ parameter plane.

In order to understand these wiggles or gaps, we have determined the evolutionary tracks of the quasi-mode and of the resistive Alfvén modes in the complex frequency plane when $l/R$ increases. The result of this exercise is depicted in Fig. 8. Because of the change in the equilibrium model, the outer resistive Alfvén modes move inward, whereas the quasi-mode moves initially to the left. However, the quasi-mode avoids bumping into a resistive Alfvén mode and a deflection on a path parallel to that of the Alfvén modes is seen. At a given moment, for sufficiently large $l/R$, there is no obvious difference between the original quasi-mode and the resistive Alfvén modes.

A similar behaviour with interactions between quasi-modes and resistive Alfvén modes has been found in a somewhat different equilibrium model consisting of a Cartesian one-dimensional slab with a thick transitional layer by Van Doorsselaere et al. (2005). They have interpreted the
Finally, \( \alpha \) is maintained up to \( \alpha \approx 0.8 \). On the other hand, the normalised damping rate, which is directly related to the observable damping per period is completely independent of these two parameters, \( \varepsilon \) and \( \alpha \). Indeed, the normalised damping rate remains unchanged, at least when stratification is the same inside and outside the coronal flux tube \( (\alpha \neq \alpha(r)) \), in perfect agreement with Andries et al. (2005b). Concerning the dependence on the inhomogeneity scale-length, we have confirmed the strong dependence of the damping on the thickness of the non-uniform boundary layer and also, that the classical “thin tube and thin boundary” approximation underestimates the damping rate, by up to 20\%, for moderate values of \( l/R \) (around 1). Finally, we have seen that the density contrast is a very important parameter, in such a way that large contrast loops get damped in less than an oscillatory period. Therefore, the results described in this paper represent a confirmation of previous findings obtained by VD04 in one-dimensional equilibrium states. Also, they constitute a confirmation of the analytical and semi-analytical results obtained by Andries et al. (2005b) in their eigenmode computations for longitudinally stratified loops under the thin boundary approximation.

On the other hand, numerical solutions have been computed for highly non-uniform equilibria in which the inhomogeneity scale-length is larger than \( l/R = 1.5 \) and can reach values up to the fully non-uniform case, \( l/R = 2 \). It has been shown that in this case, the behaviour of the damping rate is quite different in the sense that gaps appear in the two-dimensional distribution of the normalised damping rate. By plotting the damping rate as a function of other parameters, such as the stratification parameter and the density contrast, while increasing the value of the inhomogeneity scale-length, the appearance of some wiggles in the solutions has been reported. The behaviour of these solutions is explained in terms of avoided crossings produced when changing the equilibrium parameters between the quasi-mode and the resistive Alfvén modes. These avoided crossings have also been found by Van Doorsselaere et al. (2005).

The results from our computations in fully resistive two-dimensional MHD have shown that the period and damping time of fast kink quasi-modes are almost independent of the longitudinal stratification parameter. The independence in \( \alpha \) is confirmed up to \( \alpha \approx 0.8 \). On the other hand, the normalised damping rate, which is directly related to the observable damping per period, is completely independent of these two parameters, \( \varepsilon \) and \( \alpha \). Indeed, the normalised damping rate remains unchanged, at least when stratification is the same inside and outside the coronal flux tube \( (\alpha \neq \alpha(r)) \), in perfect agreement with Andries et al. (2005b). Concerning the dependence on the inhomogeneity scale-length, we have confirmed the strong dependence of the damping on the thickness of the non-uniform boundary layer and also, that the classical “thin tube and thin boundary” approximation underestimates the damping rate, by up to 20\%, for moderate values of \( l/R \) (around 1). Finally, we have seen that the density contrast is a very important parameter, in such a way that large contrast loops get damped in less than an oscillatory period. Therefore, the results described in this paper represent a confirmation of previous findings obtained by VD04 in one-dimensional equilibrium states. Also, they constitute a confirmation of the analytical and semi-analytical results obtained by Andries et al. (2005b) in their eigenmode computations for longitudinally stratified loops under the thin boundary approximation.

The results from our computations in fully resistive two-dimensional MHD have shown that the period and damping time of fast kink quasi-modes are almost independent of the longitudinal stratification parameter. The independence in \( \alpha \) is confirmed up to \( \alpha \approx 0.8 \). On the other hand, the normalised damping rate, which is directly related to the observable damping per period, is completely independent of these two parameters, \( \varepsilon \) and \( \alpha \). Indeed, the normalised damping rate remains unchanged, at least when stratification is the same inside and outside the coronal flux tube \( (\alpha \neq \alpha(r)) \), in perfect agreement with Andries et al. (2005b). Concerning the dependence on the inhomogeneity scale-length, we have confirmed the strong dependence of the damping on the thickness of the non-uniform boundary layer and also, that the classical “thin tube and thin boundary” approximation underestimates the damping rate, by up to 20\%, for moderate values of \( l/R \) (around 1). Finally, we have seen that the density contrast is a very important parameter, in such a way that large contrast loops get damped in less than an oscillatory period. Therefore, the results described in this paper represent a confirmation of previous findings obtained by VD04 in one-dimensional equilibrium states. Also, they constitute a confirmation of the analytical and semi-analytical results obtained by Andries et al. (2005b) in their eigenmode computations for longitudinally stratified loops under the thin boundary approximation.

5. Summary and conclusions

In this paper, numerical solutions for resonantly damped MHD fast kink quasi-mode oscillations have been computed in two-dimensional models of solar magnetic coronal loops. To this end, the classical cylindrical flux tube model has been considered with a two-dimensional equilibrium in which the density is allowed to vary both in the radial and longitudinal directions. Also, the assumption of a thin boundary layer that connects the external and internal parts of the tube has been removed. By solving the linearised resistive MHD wave equations a parametric numerical study of the fast kink-mode frequency and damping rate has been performed for a wide range of values for several loop parameters.

Numerical solutions have been computed for the period and damping of coronal loop oscillations for a wide range of values of several loop parameters, such as the density contrast, the length of the tube, the inhomogeneity scale length and the stratification coefficient. As has already been stated, this study constitutes an extension to the one performed by VD04 as it additionally considers longitudinal stratification of the equilibrium density. It also constitutes an extension to the computations done by Andries et al. (2005b) in the sense that the thickness of the non-uniform boundary layer is allowed to reach values up to \( l/R = 2 \), hence we are not restricted to the thin boundary approximation.

The results from our computations fully demonstrate that the period and damping time of fast kink quasi-modes are almost independent of the longitudinal stratification parameter. The independence in \( \alpha \) is confirmed up to \( \alpha \approx 0.8 \). On the other hand, the normalised damping rate, which is directly related to the observable damping per period, is completely independent of these two parameters, \( \varepsilon \) and \( \alpha \). Indeed, the normalised damping rate remains unchanged, at least when stratification is the same inside and outside the coronal flux tube \( (\alpha \neq \alpha(r)) \), in perfect agreement with Andries et al. (2005b). Concerning the dependence on the inhomogeneity scale-length, we have confirmed the strong dependence of the damping on the thickness of the non-uniform boundary layer and also, that the classical “thin tube and thin boundary” approximation underestimates the damping rate, by up to 20\%, for moderate values of \( l/R \) (around 1). Finally, we have seen that the density contrast is a very important parameter, in such a way that large contrast loops get damped in less than an oscillatory period. Therefore, the results described in this paper represent a confirmation of previous findings obtained by VD04 in one-dimensional equilibrium states. Also, they constitute a confirmation of the analytical and semi-analytical results obtained by Andries et al. (2005b) in their eigenmode computations for longitudinally stratified loops under the thin boundary approximation.

On the other hand, numerical solutions have been computed for highly non-uniform equilibria in which the inhomogeneity scale-length is larger than \( l/R = 1.5 \) and can reach values up to the fully non-uniform case, \( l/R = 2 \). It has been shown that in this case, the behaviour of the damping rate is quite different in the sense that gaps appear in the two-dimensional distribution of the normalised damping rate. By plotting the damping rate as a function of other parameters, such as the stratification parameter and the density contrast, while increasing the value of the inhomogeneity scale-length, the appearance of some wiggles in the solutions has been reported. The behaviour of these solutions is explained in terms of avoided crossings produced when changing the equilibrium parameters between the quasi-mode and the resistive Alfvén modes. These avoided crossings have also been found by Van Doorsselaere et al. (2005).

The results presented in this paper constitute an improvement on the theoretical understanding of quasi-mode damping over previous results obtained for one-dimensional loop models, since both stratification of the density along the loop and fully non-uniform radial profiles are considered. Concerning the possible application of the present results for an observational test similar to the one performed by Aschwanden et al. (2003), for 1D equilibrium models, our results do not give us additional information since, the assumed density stratification being radially independent, the normalised damping is independent of longitudinal density stratification. However, the present results can be of importance for coronal seismology in their application to observations of multi mode loop oscillations, such as the ones described by Verwichte et al. (2004). For instance, Andries et al. (2005a) have shown that longitudinal stratification has a different effect on the fundamental as on the first overtone, in such a way that in a stratified atmosphere the oscillation period of the fundamental mode should be less
than double that of the first overtone mode. This fact has been used as a seismological tool to determine the longitudinal stratification in coronal loops. In that paper, only the observed and computed oscillatory periods were used. The results presented in this paper could be applied for a similar study using both the period and damping time.
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